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The purpose of this note is the application of the technique of covering 
spaces to the characterization of periodic solutions of 
where 
2’ = iP(z), z(t,) = zo > (*) 
P(z) = nr=, (z -a,); ai are simple roots of P(z). We will also . . . 
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suppose that t is a real parameter and that m the expanston 
1 bi 
-=c (z-ai) ’ 
P(z) 
each bi is a rational number. Note that 
bi= Res lzEoi&-= 
Res denotes the residue. Each bi # 0. 
These systems are a particular case of meromorphic systems, whose local 
behavior was studied by Gregor [ 11. Also Hajek [2, 31 proved several 
theorems concerning the qualitative pictures of the phase portraits of 
meromorphic systems using complex analysis. These systems were also 
studied by Brickman and Thomas [4] in 1977. 
We can suppose without loss of generality that b, ,..., b, are positive and 
b ,,,+ , ,..., b, are negative. Let N be the least common multiple of the 
denominators of the bts, so ci = Nb, are integers. We consider the rational 
function 
n 
f(z) = n (z - ui)cl. 
Since 
i= I 
i bi = 0, 
i=l 
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the order off is 
p= 5 ci. 
i=l 
1. PROPOSITION. Let z: (t, - E, to + E) + G - {a, ,..., a,} be the solution 
of (*); then 
w(t) = f(z(t)) = wOeiN(f--fn), wo = f(zo)* 
ProoJ Let y be the curve described by the solution z(t) and In the branch 
of the logarithm with argument between 0 and 2~5 so 
J^ dz - = ln(z(t) - u,~) - In(z, - aj) + 2kj7ci, Yz-aj 
each k,i integer; 
= i bj ln(z(t) - aj) - 
n 
.j= I 
f bj ln(z, - ai) + hi * I;, bjk,j, 
,t-, 
hence, integrating, 
Ni(t - to) = k cj ln(z(t) - aj) - J$, Cj ln(z, - Uj) + Z,i f, cjkj, 
j=l 
so woe iN(*-*o) = f(z(t)). 
The map f: C,(z) -+ Cm(w), C,(z) = G U { 00,) is a p sheeted branched 
covering in the sense of [ 7, p. 2211. w E C,(w) is called a regular value off 
iff’ does not vanish in any of its preimages by f. 
Let D be the domain of regular values. Then the restriction of f, to 
f-'(D), is a smooth covering map. We have the following converse to 
Proposition 1. 
2. THEOREM. Consider the system (*), each bi a rational number and f 
the rational function constructed as above. Let w, ,..., wk be the critical values 
(i.e., nonregular values) off and suppose that 
6) If( # 1, 
(ii) 1 f(z,)l # 1 Wi/, i = I,..., k; 
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then the lifting z = z(t), of w: R -+ D given by w(t) = f(z,) c?(‘-‘~) with 
initial condition z(t,,) = z,, is the periodic solution of (*). 
Proof Using the fact that f: D + f(D) is a differentiable covering map 
and that W(C) E f(D) f or all t real, it follows that it can be lifted to z(t), 
z: R --f D differentiable such that z(t,) = z,, and it is a closed path because 
the covering has a finite number of sheets. Next we show that z(t) is a 
solution of (*): f (z(t)) = f (z,J eiNttPro), so f ‘(z(t)) z’(t) = iN - f (z(t)) and for 
all z E D, we have 
fx=5 ‘1 =~c bj - N 
f(z) j=l Z--j j=,z-aj p(z>’ 
hence z’(t) = iP(z(t)), for all t real. 
In the hypothesis we required 1 f(zJ # 1 to avoid the liftings passing 
through infinity, since f (co,) = 1. 
3. REMARKS. (a) Since the covering has p sheets, each of our liftings 
closes, after at most 27rpplN = Cj”= i bj units of time t. Furthermore, let 
w: [to, h, + Tl-, f W, w(t) = W&--to), 
1 w,, 1 being small enough, such that its lifting y (with any initial condition 
z(t,) = z,,, f (zO) = w,,) is simple and closed, then T is the primitive period 
of y, 
where ak is the only zero of P(z) inside y. 
(b) It will be shown later that f ‘(z) # 0 for all z # co,, z # a,. 
So, for each p > 0, p # 1, the algebraic curve of even degree associated 
with (z: I f(z)l’ = p} consists of compact components only. In view of (a), if 
p is small enough this curve will have n components. 
Next we study the critical points of J 
4. LEMMA. All the Jinite points of C,(Z) satisfy f’(z) # 0 with the 
(possible) exception of the roots of P(z). 
ProoJ Again, it is sufficient to observe that 
f ‘(z)/‘f (z) = NIP(z), for z # ai 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
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Hence the only candidates for critical values of f are 0, co ,,,, and 1. 
Clearly 1 is a critical value if and only if f’(co,) = 0. The above lemma 
allows us to make a stronger statement than the first theorem. 
5. THEOREM. The solution of system (*) is periodic if If( # 1. 
Concerning the point co, we have the following two statements. 
6. LEMMA. If n > 2, then f ‘(00,) = 0. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the sums of the roots and poles off(z), 
taking into account multiplicities, are the same; or equivalently, that 
2 aibi = 0. 
i=l 
Suppose ai # 0, i = I,..., n - 1. Consider the rational functions: 
n--l 
R,(z) = 1 ai{(ai - a,) ... (ai -a,-,) 
i=l 
X (ai-z)(ai-ai+,) Se* (~~-a~-,)}~‘, 
It suffices to show that R 1 = R,, which follows from the fact that both have 
simple poles at z = ai, i = l,..., n - 1, only, with the same residues and both 
vanish at infinity. 
7. LEMMA. The mapf: C,(z) + C,(w) assumes the value w  = 1, at 03, 
with multiplicity n - 1 (i.e.,f’(a,) = ..a = f(“-‘)(a~,) = 0, f (“-l)(co,) # 0). 
Proof: It follows from Riemann’s formula [ 61 that f has a branch point 
ofordern-2atco,. 
This last result allows us to gain some insight into the structure of the 
(possibly singular) algebraic curve given by jf(z)l’ = 1, in IR’. 
8. COROLLARY. The algebraic curve (z: If(z = 1) contains n - 1 
unbounded components. Each of them is the trajectory of a solution of the 
original dtgerential equation (with the appropriate initial condition) defined 
in a finite interval of time (a, b), such that z(t) + 0~) as t -+ a or t -+ b. If it 
contains any other components, they have to be compact (i.e., correspond to 
periodic solutions). 
Proof Since f is an analytic map (between two analytic manifolds), and 
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takes the value w = 1, with multiplicity n - 1 at co,, there is a neighborhood 
U of co,, such that 
is a covering isomorphic to z -+ zn- ’ near z = 0. 
Let w0 = eieoE f(U), w, # 1, and zi’),..., zr-” be the preimages of w0 
in U. The curve w(t) = w,e iN(t-fo) defined in (to - 0,/N, co) can be lifted, for 
each initial value z$) to a curve zci)(t), up to (and not beyond) some finite 
value tf) of the parameter, otherwise zCi)(t) will have to be a closed curve, 
which is not the case, since Z(~)(C) + 03 as t + t, - 0,/N. Moreover, using the 
argument of [5, p. 291, it follows that zCi’(t) -+ co as t + tr’. 
Most of the above will work in a more general context, e.g., in the case 
that P(z) is a rational function 
P(z) = P(Z)ldZ)~ p(z) = (z - a,) . . . (z - a,), 
the a;s simple roots, p(z) and q(z) are relatively prime polynomials, and 
deg p(z) > deg q(z). We also suppose that in the expansion 
1 <T bi -= 
P(z) -’ Lyl Z-ua, 
each bi is a rational number. 
We construct the rational function 
f(z) = n (z - ui)ci, 
as above. It satisfies Proposition 1 and Theorem 2. Nevertheless, Lemma 4 
fails, since for any rational function f(z) we can construct a differential 
equation of the above type whose associated rational function is f(z). This 
simply involves determining a polynomial q(z) of degree n - 1 (where n is 
the number of distinct poles and zeros), such that each q(ai) is some 
convenient value. Hence co,, here, does not play the central role it played 
before. 
EXAMPLES. (i) The simplest example is z’ = i(z - a,)(~ - a*). This is 
the only case where f’(co,) # 0 (we showed that, for each n > 3, 
f’(co,) = 0). For any initial condition zO, ]j(zJ # 1, the solution is periodic. 
Let N/k be the irreducible expression of the positive rational number a, - a,, 
so 
f(z) = (z - q)“/(z - uJk. 
Every periodic solution has primitive period T= 27r/(u, - u2). The set 
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} is a vertical line through (a, + a,)/2 and is described in P: If(z)I = 1 
time T. 
(ii) If P(z) = z(z - 2)(z + 2), f(z) = ((z $ 2)(z - 2))/z* and the set 
{z: If(z)1 = 1) is given by x2 - y* = 2. 
(iii) If P(z) = (z - l)(z - 2)(z - 4), then f(z) = ((z - l)*(z - 4))/ 
(z - q3, {z: If( = 1 I is an algebraic curve of degree 6. 
(iv) If P(z) = z(z - l)(z - 2)(z - 3) then f(z) = ((z - 1)3(z - 3))/ 
z(z - 2)3. 
Finally, we remark that an obvious sufficient condition for the rationality 
of the residues of l/P( ) z is that the ai lie on a horizontal line and have 
rational real parts. This condition is not necessary. The following example 
illustrates the situation: 
Let a, ,..., a, be distinct complex numbers lying on a line of slope tan 8, 
such that (n - 1)B = kn, where k is an integer and 1 ui - ajl are rational 
numbers; then the residues are rational. In particular such situation arises 
when n is odd, the ui lie on a vertical line, and their imaginary parts are 
rational. 
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